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2. At 1415 hours radio announced that Gomez was kidnapped in own home. Entry gained by person claiming to be rep of light and power company. Called to fix Gomez's telephone which malfunctioning since 30 July. Said admitted person and eight others kidnapped. Gomez and Brazilian consul in Montevideo kidnapped and still missing as of 1300 hours. U.S. public safety advisor Daniel also kidnapped but escaped shortly thereafter. Police reports also indicate unsuccessful attempt was also made against Uruguay minister of public works. USM and ambassador to Uruguay also indicate unsuccessful attempt was made against Uruguayan minister of public works. USM and ambassador to Uruguay also indicate unsuccessful attempt was made against Uruguayan minister of public works. USM and ambassador to Uruguay also indicate unsuccessful attempt was made against Uruguayan minister of public works. USM and ambassador to Uruguay also indicate unsuccessful attempt was made against Uruguayan minister of public works. USM and ambassador to Uruguay also indicate unsuccessful attempt was made against Uruguayan minister of public works. USM and ambassador to Uruguay also indicate unsuccessful attempt was made against Uruguayan minister of public works. USM and ambassador to Uruguay also indicate unsuccessful attempt was made against Uruguayan minister of public works.
IN OWN CAR WHICH WAS ABANDONED WHEN GOMIDE AND KIDNAPPERS SWITCHED TO OTHER CAR.
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